
Policy for Staff Led Weddings and FBCSF Facility Use for Weddings

I. No same-sex (homosexual, lesbian, transgender) weddings  may be performed by any
officiant at First Baptist Church of St. Francisville (FBCSF), LA, or on any property
owned by the church. Additionally, no employee of FBCSF may participate in or officiate
a same-sex wedding either on church property or elsewhere.

II. Anyone seeking to schedule a wedding through FBCSF must provide the basic
information in the attached information form.

III. Pastors and staff at FBCSF will perform only heterosexual marriages as defined and
ordained in Scripture as the union of one man and one woman. Additionally, the
definition of gender must be consistent with a biblical understanding that sex and gender
are inseparable and established by God in creation (Gen. 1:26-27; Gen. 2:4-25).

IV. Weddings will not be performed in the church auditorium for couples who are living
together and unwilling to confess that they are living in sin and to display the fruit of true
repentance. If the couple has repented and is willing to commit to one of the following
agreements, the wedding may be held in the church auditorium:

A. If at all possible, the couple should agree to live separately until the scheduled
wedding is performed.

B. In the event that living separately is not reasonably possible, the couple must
sign an agreement, vowing sexual abstinence, until the wedding is performed.

V. The guidelines under section IV. also apply to individuals who are unmarried and
pregnant. In such a case, if the individual desires to host a baby shower at the church or
to have an FBCSF pastor or staff member perform their wedding on church property or
elsewhere, they must fulfill the requirements of section IV.

VI. Under the above guidelines, decisions to not host the wedding in an FBCSF facility or by
an FBCSF pastor or staff member are final when the applicants don’t meet the above
criteria. There will always be a couple who feel they are the exception to the above
criteria. This policy guarantees that every applicant will be treated on an individual basis
and will be talked with personally, if necessary, to try and clear up any
misunderstandings.

VII. Realizing that the ministers and the church are not able to police every couple, nor are
they above being deceived, there will be times when the minister and church are
deceived. Without a doubt this will happen. However, this policy is an attempt to do the
best we can to be faithful to the Lord and to his Word.

We have read and understand the FBCSF wedding policy, and we agree to abide by the
requirements of this policy for our wedding at the church.
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Date


